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Abstract—In recent years, multi-label classification (MLC) has become an emerging research topic in big data analytics and machine learning. In this problem, each object of a dataset may belong to multiple class labels and the goal is to learn a classification model that can infer the correct labels of new, previously unseen, objects. This paper presents a survey of genetic algorithms (GAs) designed for MLC tasks. The study is organized in three parts. First, we propose a new taxonomy focused on GAs for MLC. In the second part, we provide an up-to-date overview of the work in this area, categorizing the approaches identified in the literature with respect to the taxonomy. In the third and last part, we discuss some new ideas for combining GAs with MLC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Classification is one of the most active topics of research in the fields of big data analytics and machine learning. It consists in the task of automatically assigning objects to discrete classes (known as class labels or simply labels) based on the features of the objects. In traditional classification problems, each object must be associated to one and only one label within a predetermined set of class labels. These are called single-label classification (SLC) problems [1]–[4]. A well-known example of SLC problem is virus/malware detection [5], where the goal is to determine whether an application has either a “benign” or “malicious” behavior.

However, not all classification problems are single-label. As an example, consider music categorization [6], which consists in associating songs to music genres. For instance, several songs written by Stevie Wonder can be classified as belonging to “Soul”, “Pop”, and “Funk” genres at the same time. In the same way, a number of compositions by the Brazilian composer Tom Jobim are a mixture of both music genres: “Jazz” and “Bossa Nova”. Therefore, music categorization represents a multi-label classification (MLC) problem [7]–[10], since each object can be assigned different labels simultaneously. Over the last few years, a number of other important and modern applications of MLC classification have emerged, such as functional genomics [11]–[13] (determining the multiple biological functions of genes and proteins), drug side-effect prediction [14] (predicting the set of adverse reaction events of new drugs), text categorization [15]–[17] (associating documents to various subjects), software failures classification [18] (associating software failures into one or more fault types), semantic scene classification [19] (categorizing images into semantic classes), just to name a few.

Looking from a database theory angle, we might consider there is a unique difference between SLC and MLC problems: the former corresponds to predicting the state of a single-valued class attribute, whereas the latter the state of a multi-valued class attribute. Although the difference is subtle in theory, in practice MLC problems tend to be much more challenging. This is due to the following reasons:

1. The output space of MLC increases exponentially with respect to the number of labels. More precisely: in a problem involving $q$ distinct labels, the size of the output space in MLC is $2^q$ (total number of label combinations) whereas it is just $q$ in SLC.

2. MLC applications typically refer to modern big data analytic tasks, where the data under analysis are semi-structured or unstructured: multimedia data, biological sequences, etc. Thus, real-world MLC datasets tend to be huge in terms of both the number of features and instances. It contrasts with traditional SLC applications, which often involve the analysis of ordinary (structured) relational data.

3. In a number of MLC problems, labels have correlations with each other. For example, considering the music categorization problem, we may intuitively realize that a song is unlikely to be simultaneously labeled as “Heavy Metal” and “Jazz” because these two music genres have a strong negative correlation. Analogously, the likelihood of a song being labeled as “Pop” becomes stronger if it has been labeled as “Hip Hop” or “R&B”. Thus, the exploitation of label correlations is regarded as an essential step to ensure the effectiveness of several MLC processes [20]–[25].

4. In SLC applications, the classification of a new object can be either correct or wrong. For instance, if an SLC system classifies a “malicious” application as “benign” this clearly corresponds to a wrong output. Nonetheless, in MLC classification results can be partially correct [9], i.e., the classifier may predict some of the correct labels, but it can either miss some of them or include wrong predictions. For example, if
the true labels of a song are “Pop” and “Dance” and it has been labeled as “Pop” and “R&B” by a music categorization system, this corresponds to a partially correct output. Due to this, the performance evaluation of MLC systems employs different metrics than the ones traditionally used in SLC [7]–[10]. Moreover, under certain scenarios, evaluating the quality of an MLC model requires multi-objective evaluation [26].

A considerable body of recent work [11], [14], [18], [27]–[36] has proposed strategies based on genetic algorithms (GAs) [37], [38] to overcome one or more of the above challenges. This paper presents a survey of the literature on GAs for MLC, providing researchers and practitioners with: (i) a taxonomy that highlights the important aspects in the context of evolutionary MLC; (ii) an up-to-date overview of the work in this area, categorizing the GA methods identified in the literature with respect to the taxonomy.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of MLC concepts relevant to this paper. Section 3 introduces a new taxonomy of GAs for MLC, where methods are mainly divided into three broad areas: GAs to perform data preprocessing, GAs to perform parameter optimization, and GAs to build classification models. Next, in Section 4, we present a survey of the methods based on the taxonomy. We highlight the contributions of each different method and the key characteristics of the proposed GAs. Finally, we give concluding remarks and suggest new ideas for integrating GAs with MLC in Section 5.

II. PRELIMINARIES: MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION

The multi-label classification task can be formally defined as follows. Let $X = \{X_1, ..., X_d\}$ be a set of $d$ predictive (or input) attributes (or features) and $L = \{l_1, ..., l_q\}$ be a set of $q$ possible class labels, where $q \geq 2$. Consider a training dataset $D$ composed of $N$ instances of the form $(x_i, Y_i)$, $(x_2, Y_2)$, ..., $(x_N, Y_N)$. Each $x_i$ corresponds to a vector $(x_{i1}, ..., x_{id})$ that stores values for the $d$ predictive attributes in $X$ and each $Y_i \subseteq L$ corresponds to a subset of labels. The goal of the multi-label classification task is to learn from $D$ a classifier $h$ that, given an unlabeled instance $t = (x, ?)$, is capable of effectively predicting the set of labels (a.k.a. labelset) $Y$, i.e., $h(t) \rightarrow Y$.

A. Approaches for MLC

According to the literature [7]–[10], existing methods for MLC can be primarily categorized into two fundamental families: problem transformation and algorithm adaptation.

Algorithm adaptation methods extend or adapt an existing SLC algorithm for the task of MLC. E.g., in [39], the authors introduce the Multi-label kNN (ML-kNN) method, which is derived from two SLC algorithms: k-NN and Naïve Bayes [2], [3]. In this approach, the classification process of a new instance $t$ works in two steps. First, the $k$ closest instances to $t$ are identified (i.e., the $k$ instances more similar to $t$ in the training set). Then, for each label $l_i$ present in the set of labels of these $k$ neighbors, Bayes’s rule is employed to estimate if $t$ should be labeled with $l_i$.

Another example of classic single-label technique adapted for MLC is presented in [40]. This work proposes a method named ML-RBF, which is based on radial basis function neural networks [3]. In an ML-RBF structure, the hidden layer is composed of $L$ sets of prototype vectors (one for each label), where each prototype vector corresponds to a specific point in the input space. In the training process, the set of prototypes for each label $l_i$ is determined by performing k-Means clustering on instances associated to $l_i$ (cluster centers are used as the prototypes). Each output neuron corresponds to a possible class label, whose weights are obtained by minimizing a sum-of-squares error function.

Problem transformation (a.k.a. algorithm independent) methods work by transforming the original multi-label problem into one or more single-label problems. Then, any existing SLC algorithm can be directly applied by simply mapping back its single label predictions into multi-label predictions. The Binary Relevance (BR) method [41] is the most well-known and widely adopted problem transformation method for MLC [10]. In this approach, the original multi-label dataset is decomposed into $q$ binary single-label datasets, one for each label. The induction of a BR model consists in training one single-label classifier for each derived dataset. Once the BR model has been induced, the classification process is quite straightforward: new instances are predicted by simply combining the outputs produced by each binary classifier.

The Classifier Chain (CC) approach [21] is another example of problem transformation method. In the CC approach, $q$ single-label classifiers are inserted in random order into a chain $\{y_1 \rightarrow y_2 \rightarrow ... \rightarrow y_q\}$, where each classifier is responsible for predicting a specific label in $L$. The chain structure allows each single-label classifier $y_i$ to incorporate the labels inferred by the previous $y_1, ..., y_{i-1}$ classifiers as additional predictive information. Thus, differently from the BR approach, possible correlations among labels can be automatically exploited.

B. Metrics for Evaluating MLC Performance

In SLC problems, a classification result can be either correct or wrong. As a consequence, it is often natural to evaluate the effectiveness of an SLC model by taking into account a single quality measure: the percentage of test instances misclassified by the classification model, known as the error rate [2]–[4]. However, in MLC a new object can be classified as partially correct. Thus, MLC problems require different metrics than the traditional error rate. In [42], authors provide a deep analysis of 16 metrics for the multi-label scenario and help users to better understand them and to choose the most appropriate ones. Two examples of such metrics are Accuracy (ACC) and Hamming Loss (HL), respectively defined in (1) and (2). In both equations, $n$ represents the number of test instances, $q$ is the number of labels, $Y_i$ is the true labelset of the $i^{th}$ test instance, and $Z_i$ is the predicted labelset of the $i^{th}$ test instance. In (2), the expression $|Y_i \Delta Z_i|$ represents the symmetric difference between $Y_i$ and $Z_i$.

$$\text{ACC} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{|Y_i \cap Z_i|}{|Y_i \cup Z_i|}$$  

(1)
\[ HL = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |Y_i \Delta Z_i| \]  

(2)

The ACC metric provides the user with information about the proportion of correct predictions whereas HL informs the average number of incorrect binary predictions per test instance. For ACC, greater values indicate better performance; whilst for HL, smaller values indicate better performance. As shown in [34], both ACC and HL are important since they provide complimentary information about MLC processes. Actually, the MLC literature [7]–[10] tends to consider that the use of different metrics provides alternative analyses of predictive performance, giving a better understanding about the quality of a classification model. Thus, real-world MLC problems are frequently treated as multi-objective problems, as they involve multiple metrics (objectives) that should be simultaneously optimized [26]. A simple example would be a problem where the user wants the best trade-off between two (sometimes conflicting) objectives: maximize the ACC and minimize the HL of a MLC model.

III. A TAXONOMY OF GENETIC ALGORITHMS FOR MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION

In this section, we first summarize the main motivations behind methods that use GAs to solve MLC problems. Next, we propose a new taxonomy focused on GAs for MLC.

A. Why to Use GAs?

In recent years, GAs have gained considerable attention from the MLC community [11], [14], [18], [27]–[36]. The main motivations are closely related to the four major challenges of MLC introduced in Section I. These are described below:

- GAs are a global search method capable of effectively exploring the extremely large search space of \( 2^n \) possible solutions associated to the multi-label classification problem.

- As a global method, GAs tend to cope better with attribute interactions than greedy methods [37], [38], [43]. Hence, intuitively, GAs are expected to discover correlations among both labels and predictive attributes that could be missed by greedy approaches.

- As discussed in the previous section, the evaluation of multi-label classifiers often involves the use of several distinct measures. GAs naturally allow the evaluation of a candidate solution by simultaneously considering different quality criteria in the fitness function [26].

- It is also important to observe that over the last decades, GAs have been successfully used to solve a large number of SLC problems in very distinct contexts and application domains. For instance, GAs have been widely employed to perform feature selection [2], [43]–[46], to determine the best set of weights for training neural networks [47] and to discover classification rules [38], [43], [48].

Therefore, it was expected that GAs would also perform well in the MLC context.

B. Taxonomy of GAs for MLC

The previous subsection listed the reasons that have led to the development of GA-based solutions for the MLC problem. Nonetheless, how are GAs actually combined with MLC? In Fig. 1, we present a new taxonomy of GAs for MLC, which organizes methods into three different broad categories: one in which GAs are used to perform data preprocessing (divided into wrapper and filter methods), one that employs GAs to perform parameter optimization, and one that uses GAs to build the classification model directly (divided into methods that build part of the model structure and methods that generate the complete MLC model). Although the taxonomy was mainly developed based on the methods found in this survey, it also covers potential applications that can be developed in the future (this will be further discussed in Section V).

![Fig. 1. Taxonomy of GAs for Multi-label Classification](image)

C. Single-Objective versus Multi-Objective Optimization

In closing this section, it is important to make a remark concerning the issue of single-objective versus multi-objective optimization. In our survey, we identified that in every category of the taxonomy, there exist methods that cope with each of these two kinds of optimization problem. Thus, we decided not to include the “number of objectives” as a level of the taxonomy. Methods that cope with multi-objective problems in MLC can adopt three distinct approaches, which are briefly described below (for a detailed review on the subject, the reader is referred to [26]).

The first and simplest approach is to transform the multi-objective problem into a single-objective problem by using a weighted formula. An example would be to use the formula \((1 - H_L + \text{ACC}) / 2\) to compute individual fitness values, assuming equal weights for the HL and ACC metrics. The second is the lexicographic approach, where two or more objectives with distinct predetermined priorities (e.g.: model accuracy and model complexity) are taken into consideration to define the quality of each individual. Consider the following example. Let \( c_i \) and \( c_j \) be two individuals (candidate solutions). In the lexicographic approach, when comparing two individuals, the GA first tries to determine which one is better considering the highest priority objective. If \( c_i \) is not better than
c_i, and vice-versa, then both are compared considering the second objective. The third and last approach to address multi-objective optimization is to use the Pareto dominance concept in the fitness evaluation. In this approach, a solution c_i is said to dominate another solution c_j if and only if: (i) c_i is not worse than c_j in any of the objectives; and (ii) c_i is strictly better than c_j in at least one of the objectives.

In the next section, we provide an up-to-date overview of the work on GAs for MLC, categorizing the approaches identified in the literature with respect to the taxonomy presented in Fig 1. This review focuses on the multi-label aspects of the GAs, involving mainly the individual representation, fitness function and selection methods (particularly when a multi-objective approach is used). Genetic operators like crossover and mutation in general are not discussed because they are usually used in the same way as in single-label classification, with no need to adapt them to multi-label classification.

IV. GA-BASED METHODS FOR MULTI-LABEL CLASSIFICATION

A. GAs for Data Preprocessing

Several empirical studies have demonstrated that the application of data preprocessing techniques usually lead to the improvement on the effectiveness of both single-label and multi-label classification models [49]–[53]. There are several distinct data preprocessing techniques [2], such as data cleaning, discretization, feature selection and feature construction. In spite of this, current work on GAs for MLC has just addressed one of them: feature selection.

The goal of feature selection is to select the subset of input features most relevant for the classification task, i.e., to identify the subset of features that leads to the best predictive performance [2], [3], [43]–[45]. Since an exhaustive evaluation is computationally infeasible (as there are 2^d possible feature subsets to be taken into consideration, where d is the number of input features), GAs have been commonly used to find an optimized subset of features.

As a data preprocessing task, GA-based feature selection methods can be performed using either the wrapper approach or filter approach [43]–[45]. The distinction between these two approaches refers to the way the fitness function is computed. In the wrapper approach, the quality of an individual is determined by using the target MLC method. On the contrary, in the filter approach, the evaluation function does not use the MLC method, but some metric instead. The advantage of filter methods lies in that they are less computationally expensive, since they do not require several runs of the MLC method. Nonetheless, wrapper approaches tend to be more effective, as they search for an attribute subset that is customized for a given MLC method [44].

In the remainder of this subsection we review the published studies on GA-based feature selection for MLC [14], [27]–[30]. All these methods share one common characteristic: individuals in the population are represented by d-dimensional binary vectors [43]. In this representation, d is the number of original attributes and the i-th bit, i=1, ..., d, can take either the value 1 or 0, respectively indicating whether the i-th attribute is selected or not selected.

The first work that used GAs to perform feature selection in the MLC context was published in [27]. The method works in two steps. First, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) [2] is employed to create an alternative and smaller set of attributes. Next, a wrapper-based genetic algorithm (GA) is applied to select a relevant feature subset for an MLC classifier trained using the BR method with Naïve Bayes as the base classifier. The fitness function is multi-objective, based on a weighted-formula that takes the average of two MLC metrics: Hamming Loss and Ranking Loss [42].

The FS-MLkNN method [14] also takes two steps to perform feature selection. In the first step, a preliminary set of selected attributes is defined according to the value of the mutual information between predictive attributes and labels. In the second, a GA is employed to determine the final set of relevant attributes. FS-MLkNN follows the wrapper approach, using ML-kNN (see Section II-A) to evaluate the quality of a candidate set. A single metric is used as fitness score of chromosomes: the AUPRC (Area Under the Precision-Recall Curve) metric [4].

In [28], a wrapper-based memetic feature selection technique for MLC is proposed, which incorporates a local refinement method into the base GA used for feature selection. At each generation, the individual with the best fitness value is selected to undergo refinement. In this process an attribute that is absent from the selected individual can be added, if it exhibits a high dependency with the set of labels. Conversely, an attribute that is present in the selected individuals can be removed if it is not highly correlated with the labels.

Filter-based GAs were used for feature selection in [29] and [30]. The Multi-Label Correlation-Based Feature Selection method (GA-ML-CFS), introduced in [29], searches for a relevant subset of attributes by employing a single-objective fitness function based on the Merit function of the well-known Correlation-Based Feature Selection (CFS) method [54]. In essence, this fitness function assigns higher values for candidate solutions where the selected attributes have little correlation with each other, but at the same time, are highly correlated with the set of labels involved in the MLC problem.

The LexGA-ML-CFS, proposed in [30], corresponds to an extension of the GA-ML-CFS which uses the lexicographic multi-objective approach in the tournament selection procedure, with tournament size of 2. To determine the fitness of candidate solutions, two objectives are taken into consideration: the value of the Merit metric (first priority) and the number of selected attributes (second priority, the fewer the better). Hence, when comparing two individuals in the lexicographic tournament selection, if one of them has a better Merit, it wins the tournament, otherwise the number of selected attributes is used as a tie-breaking criterion.

To end this section, we present a final remark about the comprehensibility (or interpretability) [55] of the results produced by each of the discussed methods. With regard to this subject, the only method that should not be applied when the goal is to build interpretable classifiers is the one proposed in
[27], since PCA is used in the first step to transform the original set of attributes – i.e., the new attributes constructed by PCA are not directly interpretable. On the other hand, the methods proposed in [14], [28]–[30] produce interpretable results (assuming the original features are directly interpretable), i.e., at the end of the GA execution, these algorithms will return a single optimized individual, representing an optimized subset of the original features. It is important to consider that in some important application scenarios of MLC, such as drug-side effects prediction, bioinformatics and medical diagnosis, the ability to interpret the classification result might be almost as important as the predictive accuracy itself.

B. GAs for Parameter Optimization

Given a classification algorithm and a training dataset, the objective of a GA for parameter optimization is to search for a set of parameters optimized for that classification algorithm and that dataset.

The earliest work on parameter optimization for MLC was published in [31]. This work introduced the EnML method, a multi-objective GA based on the Pareto approach, which is focused on simultaneously maximizing both the accuracy and diversity of an ensemble of ML-RBF neural networks (see Section II-A). An ensemble can be defined as a composite classification model made up of a combination of classifiers (base learners) [2]. In EnML, each individual encodes a set of prototypes. The method introduced two criteria to perform multi-objective optimization: ML-HSIC and ML-NCL. The former is used to evaluate the accuracy of a base learner by employing a dependence evaluation technique proposed in [56]. The later accounts for measuring diversity and works by evaluating the negative correlation of each base learner with the error of the rest of the ensemble. The same multi-objective mechanism was also employed for evolving the prototypes of single ML-RBF models (rather than ensembles) in [32].

The MLL-GA [18] is a GA designed to evolve the weights of a fixed composite classification model formed by twelve distinct base learners. In this composite model, each base learner is trained using a distinct multi-label method (e.g., the first is an ML-kNN model, the second is a BR model using k-NN as base algorithm, etc.). Each individual is represented by a real-valued vector, which stores the weights associated to each model (the higher the weight the more the base learner will contribute to predict the labelset of a new object). The F-Measure [42] is adopted as fitness function.

A genetic algorithm for automatically and simultaneously selecting an MLC algorithm and configuring its parameters is introduced in [33]. In the proposed GA, each individual is represented by a real-valued vector that encodes a component in a given search space. A search space corresponds to the set of all algorithms (and its parameters) available in a software platform (or tool) for MLC, such as MULAN [57] and MEKA [58]. In turn, a component corresponds to an MLC algorithm with a particular parameter configuration that is available in the search space. The GA adopts a multi-objective fitness function based on a weighted-formula that takes the average of four MLC metrics (Hamming Loss, Ranking Loss, Exact Match, and Macro-F1).

C. GAs for Classification Model Building

This family of methods employs GAs to actually build the classification model. The methods proposed in [34]–[36] can build part of the classification model, whilst the one proposed in [11] is able to build the complete MLC model.

The GACC method proposed in [34] performs a genetic search to find the best chain sequence (label ordering) for a Classifier Chain model [21] (described in Section II-A). This is considered a crucial step in the process of training a Classifier Chain model, as it has been empirically demonstrated that the use of distinct label orderings can lead to large differences in the predictive accuracy of the model [59]. In the GACC technique, individuals of the population are represented by \(q\)-dimensional integer vectors regarding different specific label orderings, where \(q\) represents the number of labels. For instance, the sequence \(\{y_1 \rightarrow y_2 \rightarrow y_3 \rightarrow y_4\}\) is encoded as the vector \([1, 2, 3, 4]\). To assess the predictive accuracy, GACC adopts a multi-objective approach, using the Quality (fitness) function, a weighted formula that simultaneously takes into account three multi-label metrics (each assigned the same weight): Exact Match, Accuracy and Hamming Loss [42].

The GA-PartCC method [35] is an extension to the GACC method that is capable of evaluating chain sequences that vary not only in their label ordering but also in their length. More specifically, GA-PartCC performs a global search for an optimized chain (i.e., a label sequence that leads to the best possible predictive accuracy of the CC model), by exploring partial chains with only a subset of labels. In order to accomplish this task, GA-PartCC uses a variable-length integer vector representation and a multi-objective lexicographic fitness function which takes into account two objectives: the model's accuracy (first priority, using the Quality function) and the model's size (second priority, corresponding to the number of labels represented in the individual). The Merit function of the CFS method [54] was also evaluated for training GA-PartCC models in the experiment reported in [36].

The HMC-GA method [11] is the only GA-based approach proposed in the literature that is capable of building a complete MLC model. HMC-GA is a method for discovering classification rules of the form \(\text{IF condition}\) \(\text{THEN labelset}\) [43]. The focus of the work is on protein function prediction and the generation of comprehensible classification models (i.e., models that can be interpreted by biologists). The method works by evolving the antecedent of classification rules with the goal of optimizing the level of coverage of each antecedent. In HMC-GA, each individual is a vector that mixes integer and real values and contains a sequence of \(d\) tests in the form \([\text{FLAG}(\text{OP})\Delta_i\Delta_j]\), where \(d\) corresponds to the number of predictive attributes. For the \(i\)-th test encoded in the individual, the gene \(\text{FLAG}\) can be either 1 or 0, indicating whether or not the \(i\)-th attribute is selected, respectively. The gene \(\text{OP}\) is an integer that specifies a relational operator \((=,\neq,\gt,\lt,\geq,\text{or}\leq)\). Finally, the genes \(\Delta_i\) and \(\Delta_j\) are real values to be used as thresholds within the tests. From a rule induction perspective, HMC-GA follows a sequential covering approach [44], in
which instances covered by a rule are removed from the training set, so the new rules generated can fit the remaining uncovered instances. HMC-GA runs a full evolutionary cycle and then saves all rules from the last generation that have the number of covered instances superior to a user-defined threshold. All instances covered by these rules are then removed from the training set and a new evolutionary cycle is performed. The process is repeated until there are no instances in the training set or the number of instances is inferior to a user-specified threshold. To generate the consequent of the rules (i.e., the predicted labelsets), the method computes the probability that instances covered by the rule belong to each of the labels. It is worth mentioning that although HMC-GA has been originally developed for solving hierarchical multi-label classification problems [60] (where the class labels are organized into a generalization-specialization hierarchy), the method can be directly adapted for addressing standard MLC problems.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Summary

There has been significant interest in the use of GAs to perform multi-label classification and there are different ways of introducing GAs into MLC processes. Hence, this article provided a survey on the subject. A new taxonomy of GAs focused on MLC has been proposed and an up-to-date overview of this area has been carried out, categorizing the approaches identified in the literature with respect to the taxonomy.

Tables I and II provide a summary of the characteristics of the methods discussed in this paper. Table I categorizes the algorithms identified in the literature with respect to the taxonomy shown in Fig. 1. A summary of the methods covered in this paper according to their application domain is presented in Table II. It is possible to observe that some of the GA-based MLC methods were proposed for a specific application domain while others were evaluated against datasets containing real-world data from distinct areas.

B. Future Trends

Below, we suggest three topics for future research that seem to deserve special attention.

First, all the GAs performing data preprocessing for MLC proposed in the literature address the feature selection task. However, there are other important data preprocessing tasks that have still not gained attention in the area of GA-based MLC, such as supervised discretization [2], [3], [49] and feature construction [38], [43], [61]. Discretization corresponds to the process of transforming the domain of a numeric predictive attribute into a finite (and usually small) set of adjacent intervals. In some cases such discretization can help to improve the interpretability of the classification model or to improve the efficiency of the classification algorithm. In supervised discretization, this process is performed taking into consideration class information. Since in MLC several class labels must be simultaneously taken into account, supervised discretization can be considering a challenging task. Feature construction (or feature extraction) goes beyond feature selection in the sense that the former has the potential to construct new features with more predictive power than the original features. However, feature construction is a more challenging task than feature selection. In addition, the complexity of supervised feature construction is aggravated in MLC by the need to take multiple class labels into account. Note that feature construction involves applying operators to the original features, and so it is usually performed by Genetic Programming methods [38], [61], rather than GAs.

Second, all the GAs for feature selection proposed in the literature use the traditional binary vector representation. As discussed in [45], for datasets composed by thousands of attributes this can lead to a high computational cost. Therefore, compact representations originally proposed for SLC problems (such as the ones presented in [62], [63]) also need to be evaluated in the context of MLC.

Third, it is noticeable that the proposal of GA-based methods capable of building a complete MLC model is still an open issue, as our survey identified only one method that falls into this category [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application Domain</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio Classification</td>
<td>[33], [35], [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Marketing</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug-side Effect Prediction</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Genomics</td>
<td>[11], [27], [28], [31], [32], [34]–[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image Annotation</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Diagnosis</td>
<td>[28], [29], [34]–[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Categorization</td>
<td>[34]–[36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene Classification</td>
<td>[27], [28], [31]–[34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Failures Classification</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text Categorization</td>
<td>[28]–[32], [34]–[36]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It should be emphasized that there are a few proposals in the literature that have addressed other kinds of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for solving MLC problems, such as grammatical evolution [12], particle swarm optimization [64], gene expression programming [65], [66], and learning...
classifier systems [67]. Nevertheless, due to space constraints, this paper focused on genetic algorithms. Hence, an exam of other kinds of EAs for MLC is left as future work.
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